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1.

Introduction

The subject site, Erf 154709 Cape Town, is 1 292m² in extent and is a 1994 consolidation of
12 properties. It is partially developed, with a nondescript three-storey building, containing an
interior shop at ground floor and offices above.
The property has recently been purchased by Apollon Property Fund (Pty) Ltd, who wishes
to redevelop the site for mixed-use purposes.
The date of construction is not known, but the three-storey building on the front portion
replaced a petrol station after 1958. The buildings on the rear portion however pre-date 1945
(they are considered early 1940s) and are older than 60 years. Application is therefore made
in terms of section 34 of the NHRA for a permit, to allow for the total demolition of the
buildings on the site. Section 38(1) of the NHRA is not triggered by this redevelopment.

View of the subject building from the north-east, with Sir Lowry Road in the foreground.

The subject site contains an L-shaped three-storey concrete frame industrial building,
consisting of three distinct components –
a) the main portion facing Sir Lowry Road, with large steel-frame windows and a pitched
sheet metal roof,
b) an older rear portion, with a pitched sheet metal roof, steel windows and roller-shutter
garage door, which serves as loading area and
c) a flat-roof link building at the back, which previously connected the various parts of
the building complex.
The balance of the site, which previously contained industrial buildings, is now vacant and is
used for parking. The site is secured by a palisade fence.
The nondescript, utilitarian building has no architectural merit or noteworthy features and
does not contribute to a grouping of buildings or the Sir Lowry/Victoria Road streetscape.

View of the subject building from the south-west. The rear portion of the building (on the right) is considered to be
older than 60 years.

View of the subject building from the south-east, with the cream-colour portion in the foreground considered to be
older than 60 years.

2.

Location and Context

The subject site is located at 224 Sir Lowry Road, to the south of this metropolitan Activity
Route. It comprises an entire street block and is bounded by Plum Lane to the east, Osborne
Street to the south and Caxton Street to the west. The site falls within two declared Heritage
Protection Overlay Zones – the Victoria Street HPOZ and the Chapel Street HPOZ.
Most of the street blocks abutting Sir Lowry/Victoria Road are zoned Mixed Use MU2, a
relatively permissive use zone, which allows for a wide range of uses and building heights of
up to 25m. This part of Woodstock displays a mixture of large-scale industrial, office and
apartment buildings, as well as fine grained retail and residential buildings.

Victoria Road HPOZ

Chapel Street HPOZ

Extract from the zoning map for the area, showing the MU2 zoned subject site outlined in red and the two HPOZ
areas that include most of the site (Source: City of Cape Town)

The grading of the subject site (outlined in black) and surrounds. The site is considered Not Conservation Worthy
(NCW), while the surrounding sites range between Grade IIIA, B, C and NCW (Source: City of Cape Town)

The Grade IIIA building opposite Sir Lowry Road. This
fine 1898 building accommodates retail.

The Grade IIIB building to the east, separated from the
subject site by Plum Lane.

Sir Lowry Road contains a number of late
19th C and early 20th C two-storey buildings
of heritage significance, interspersed with
large mixed-use buildings.

The Grade IIIC building to the west, separated from
the subject site by Caxton Street.

From an urban design perspective, these
two-storey buildings provide a datum height
for podiums and ‘active’ ground floors, which
should
be
incorporated
into
future
developments, so as to create a coherent,
pedestrian-friendly streetscape.

To the south-west of the site is a finegrained Victorian, single-storey residential
neighbourhood, which lines Osbourne
Street. While quite dilapidated, these rowhouses form a relatively intact streetscape.
Behind the subject site is a recently
renovated building, formerly a factory,
which now accommodates apartments.
Next to it is a four-storey office building.

Row houses along Osborne Street.
Left: A newly renovated, five storey apartment building
to the south of the site.

Further to the south are large, multi-storey
warehouses and offices.
To the north of Sir Lowry Road is ‘The Palms
Décor and Lifestyle Centre’, a large retail and
office development, which contains multistorey buildings, including the original
Baumann’s Bakery buildings.
Right: New Market Junction, a mixed-use
development to the north of Sir Lowry Road.

To the west of The Palms, on Sir Lowry
Road, is ‘New Market Junction’, a new,
rather monolithic seven-storey, mixed-use
development, with retail on ground floor and
apartments above.

Oblique aerial view from the north, with the subject site and buildings outlined in red. Sir Lowry Road runs from
left to right and the edge of The Palms Décor and Lifestyle Centre is in the foreground. (Source: Google Earth)

Oblique aerial view from the west, with The Palms on the far left, large industrial-type buildings on the right and
the fine-grained residential neigbourhood in the foreground. (Source: Google Earth)

3.

Historical Evolution

In the 19th Century, the subject site was located on the outskirts of Cape Town, just within
the military lines, which ran from Fort Knokke, past the tramway station and the Upper Toll
on Sir Lowry Road, southwards towards Zonnebloem.
On the Snow survey of 1862 the site is fully developed with a fine-grained built form, but the
area was still very sparsely developed.

Extract from William Barclay Snow’s survey of 1862 (Source: City of Cape Town)

The subject property previously consisted of 12 properties: Erven 8133, 8134, 8135, 8139,
8140, 8142, 8143, 8144, 8145, 8151, 8152 and 154708 Cape Town. According to the
various SG Diagrams, dating from 1840 to 1861 these properties all belonged to Henry
Cloete, who was a major landowner during the latter part of the 19th Century.
The Municipality of Woodstock, which was established 1883, was located to the east of the
military lines.

A more detailed extract from Walter Thom’s survey of 1897. The site is outlined in red and north is up.
(Source: City of Cape Town)

On the Thom survey of 1893-1897 the site contained the same development footprint as on
the Snow survey and those subdivisions were also reflected on the SG diagrams of the time.
Elevated front stoeps with stairs can be seen along Sir Lowry Road. No portion of these
structures on the subject site still exists today.

A 1926 aerial photo, showing a number of modest buildings on the subject site. (Source: City of Cape Town)

A 1945 aerial photo, with a service station on the northern portion of the site. The rear extension, which is still
extant, is outlined in green. (Source: City of Cape Town)

C1958 survey, showing a service station with canopy on the northern portion of the site and buildings across
the site. The current pre-1958 building is outlined in green (Source: City of Cape Town)

A 2018 aerial photo, with the pre-1958 building outlined in green. The building on the northern portion is lateth

20 C and the eastern and south-western portions are vacant. (Source: City of Cape Town)

From the above images, it can be deducted that the site was fully occupied by modest
buildings during the first quarter of the 20th C.
The north-western corner was redeveloped by the time of the 1945 aerial photography to
accommodate a service station, set-back from the road, with a canopy-covered forecourt. It
is estimated that the concrete frame building that are still extant on the property, were
constructed during the 1940s.
This remained the status quo during the time of the 1944-1966 survey series, of which most
sheets were updated in 1958.
The City of Cape Town’s building plan records do not show when the service station was
replaced by the existing three-storey, concrete frame industrial building, but it was after
1958.
These industrial buildings are not considered to have been affected by the forced removals
and demolitions that took place in District Six between 1966 and the mid-1970s.
The site is not considered to be archaeologically sensitive.

4.

Consultation

The subject site falls in the north-eastern corner of the District Six Grade I area, which was
identified by the South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA) in 2004. The site has
not been declared as a national heritage site as yet, but in terms of a Memorandum of
Agreement between SAHRA and Heritage Western Cape regarding Grade I sites, SAHRA is
a commenting authority and HWC is the approving authority for applications in terms of the
NHRA. Comment will be requested from SAHRA’s Built Environment Unit.

The subject site (red) within the District Six Grade 1 area

The application has been submitted to the City of Cape Town’s Environmental and Heritage
Management (E&HM) Branch and their comment will be obtained. Since the site is located in
a declared Heritage Protection Overlay Zone, the E&HM will also comment on the
redevelopment proposal. In due course, a Land Use Management application will be
submitted for Council’s approval for work in a HPOZ.
The site does not fall within the area of jurisdiction of any registered conservation bodies, but
on-site notices will be displayed prominently on the subject site.

5.

Conclusion and Design Informants

The subject site does not have historical, aesthetic, architectural, scientific, social or
contextual significance and has no direct association with slave history. It is ungradable and
is not conservation-worthy.
It is therefore recommended that its demolition be approved by Heritage Western
Cape and a permit i.t.o. section 34 of the NHRA be issued.
Being located on a mature Activity Route, with a generous 25m wide road reserve and in an
area with some absorption capacity for larger buildings, the site lends itself to considerable
densification.
The site is however located in a Heritage Protection Overlay Zone and there are buildings
with heritage significance in the vicinity. It is therefore recommended that the replacement
building complies with the following design guidelines:
(a) Maintain a two-storey podium height on Sir Lowry Road, relating to the buildings to
the left and right of the site.
(b) Provide a generous pedestrian canopy along the Sir Lowry Road sidewalk, so as to
create a human-scale edge and provide shelter from the elements.
(c) The tower should then be set back from the podium edges and the facades be
articulated, so as to avoid a monolithic built form.
(d) Structured parking should be accessed from the side streets or the back, not from Sir
Lowry Road.
A preliminary design has been prepared for the proposed replacement building, which
complies with the above guidelines. A nine-storey (±25m high) building, as permitted in the
MU2 use zone, is proposed, of which the Ground and First Floors form a retail/restaurant
podium, with a face-brick and steel industrial aesthetic. The office and residential levels
above it are set well back from the podium and have articulated façades.

Conceptual elevation of the proposed replacement building on Sir Lowry Road (mlh architects & planners)

